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ABSTRACT 

A nonlinear coupling code taking account of ponderomotive 

force effects at the plasma periphery is developed for a multi-

junction grill. With increasing the RF power density the power 

reflection coefficient remains for the frequency 4.6 GHz rather 

low at the expense of the deterioration of the power distribution 

among subsidiary waveguides. The consequent danger of overloading 

individual waveguides is expected to be still greater for lower 

frequencies. 
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Ir. experiments with lower hybrid heating and current 

drive, RF field pressure modifies the plasma density in front of 

the grill. The plasma density at the grill mouth decreases and 

eventually is corrugated due to the standing waves /1-5/. The 

calculations of the influence of the effect on the conventional 

grill coupling show that increasing RF power density leads to 

significant changes of the power reflection coefficient as a 

result of the decrease of the plasma density at the plasma 

boundary. The corresponding nonlinear behaviour of a launching 

structure composed of multijunction sections has not been, up to 

now, theoretically studied. Tiiis letter gives the first calcu

lations provided by the numerical code based on the combination of 

the theory of the launching structure and the nonlinear theory of 

the plasma response to the RF power. Unlike the conventional 

grill, the nonlinear variation of RF power distribution among 

subsidiary waveguides is the most important point here. 

We study a large launching structure (many waveguides) and 

we use the approximation of the infinite structure in the torodial 

direction radiating a discrete spectrum. The total reflection 

coefficient and the power distribution among waveguides in 

multijunction sections are computed. In the numerical code, 

Brambilla's theory of the conventional grill /6/ and the theory of 

the multijunction grill /7/ are adapted for this structure. The 

type of multijunction section with three waveguides, relevant for 

the T-15 tokamak and studied in /8,9/, is considered. The electric 

field at the mouth of the structure has the form /9/: 
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where b is the width of waveguides plus the thickness of the walls 
between waveguides, Д* is the phase shift between the adjacent 
waveguides and z is the torodial coordinate. The Fourier com
ponents of the field EQ n in (1) correspond to the spectrum of the 
conventional grill while the other components (ra=l,2) represent 
the secondary peaks in the spectrum arising due to the use of 
multijunction sections. The secondary peaks must be taken into 
account to include the multiple reflections between the mouth and 
the junction. The field (1) is to be matched with the correspon
ding field in the plasma. 

Assuming the electric field in the plasma in the form 

1 -too 

Е . с / И ' ^ Г ^ ЕК,(*) A*f { i t . ( * .»)*} , 
(2) 
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we obtain similarly as in /2/ the following set of coupled 
nonlinear equations for Em,n(x>: 

Ц^^Л^Ь-^)1^-. 
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where nc is the cut-off density. ngťx) is the unperturbed density 
and T(x) is the plasma temperature. The following profiles are 
assumed: 

„.«.гч-ЬХ., Ти. Ч .ТД^)ИЧ^Г), „, 

where nj, is the unperturbed boundary density, Ln, Tg, L-r and Eg 
are constants. The T(x) profile is essentially the step and ramp 
profile where the values of the initial step and of the gradient 
depend on the RF power. In other words, the heating of the plasma 
just in front of the grill mouth is included. This assumption 
proved to be useful when fitting computed values of the nonlinear 
reflection coefficient to the experimental results for ASDEX 
tokamak /5/. 

In the first approximation the density modulation is given 
by two dominant components of the electric field Eg Q(.X) and 
EQ -I(X). Consequently, the strongest influence of the nonlinear 
effect is on two first higher spatial harmonics Eo,i(x) and 
E0,-2<x> (cf« /10/>- The calculation begins with the numerical 
integration of the equations (3) for Egn(x) and Eof-i(x) with the 
boundary conditions at the plasma edge Entn(xb>=E0 0« 
E0,-l(xb>"E0,-1 a n d with the assumption that only the waves 

propagating into plasma are present at a point Xf sufficiently 
deep in plasma (where the linear theory /11/ is valid). Then the 
equations for the other components £m<n(x) (-10 in 410) are solved 

by the variation of constants with analogous boundary conditions. 
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The complete numerical code works as follows. The computa
tion begins with a low power density for which the linear theory 
is applicable and the amplitudes Em n (1) are calculated. Then the 
power somewhat increases and the nonlinear solution in plasma with 
the boundary conditions Em n is found. The new plasma impedances 
(enclosing nonlinear perturbations) are inserted in tbe theory of 
the structure and the field (1) is calculated again. The iteration 
continues until the impedances of the Fourier components of the 
field calculated by means of the nonlinear equations (3) fit the 
electric artd magnetic fields obtained from the theory of the 
structure and the desired power density is reached. 

We present the results for the structure parameters 
similar to those of the structure proposed for the T-15 tokamak in 
/8,9/ working at a frequency of 4.6 GHz and having the width of 
waveguides 7mm, the thickness of the walls between waveguides 2mm 
and the height of waveguides 60mm. The phase shift between 
adjacent subsidiary waveguides is A0*n/2, the shift between 
adjacent sections is б0=-я/2 and two electrical lengths of the 
first waveguides in each section 0Q*O and 0Q'O.55II, representing 
different power distributions among waveguides, were chosen. The 
phase parameters imply k2=174 m"1 and the main peak in the power 
spectrum at Nz*1.81. For comparison, the same structure con
structed as the conventional grill was also investigated. Two 
values of the unperturbed plasma edge densities nj>»2nc and n^»6nc 
(nc«2.7xl017 m*3) were considered, the other parameters being 
Ln»1.3 mm (gradient is 2xl020 ro"4), TQ«7.5 eV and Lf'30 mm . 
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The plasma heating by the waves near the gril i mouth was neglected 
(Eg—*oo ) in what follows. 

Fig.1,2 show the dependences of the reflection coefficient 
and the power distribution among waveguides.respectively, on the 
plasma density calculated by the linear theory. Fig.3,4 give 
dependences of the same parameters on the RF power density. For 
unperturbed plasma density nb*6nc and at the highest RF power 
density 8kW/cm2 the plasma density is modulated by the pondero-
motive forces in the range (2.4-5.8)nc where the linear theory 
(Fig.1,2) does not indicate essential changes of the parameters. 
Thus, Fig.3,4 confirm the expectation for all three structures 
studied. The other case is for the unperturbed density nj,=2nc 
when, at RF power density 8 kW/cm2, the edge density varies in the 
interval (0.3-1.9)nc and drops below the cut-off density. Conse
quently, the power reflection coefficient increases from Rj=l.5* 
to Rj=2.1* for 0 Q S ° ' from R-r=0.04% to R-j-=0.2X for 0nsO.55n and 
from Rj-7% to R<r*20.5* (the last value corresponds to density 
П]э=0.5пс in the linear case) for the conventional grill. The power 
distribution among waveguides is deteriorated in both cases of the 
multijunction sections. The comparison of Fig.1,2 and Fig.3,4 
shows that the nonlinear effects roughly correspond to the effect 
of the decrease of the edge plasma density ir. the linear theory. 
However, in the case of the multijunction sections the effect is 
different for the reflection coefficient and for the power 
distribution. For 0Q*O, when the density n^"2nc is the optimum by 
the linear theory (see Fig.l), the decrease of the reflection 
coefficient corresponds to the plasma density nD*1.6nc in the 
linear theory while the deterioration of the power distribution 
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corresponds to a lower density ni,=0.8nc approximately. The same 

tendency is seen for 0n=o-

The numerical results indicate that the multifunction grill 

working in the nonlinear regime keeps a low reflection coefficient 

well at the expense of the deterioration of the power distribution 

among waveguides implying the danger of overloading some wave

guides. The nonlinear effect manifests itself most strongly for 

unperturbed boundary plasma densities near the cut-off density. 

Therefore, if the linear theory implies such a low value for the 

optimum coupling density .the value should be increased with 

respect to the nonlinear effect in question. Similar behaviour can 

be expected also for structures composed of other types of 

mult i junction sections. It should be noted that we assumed rather 

low value of the edge plasma temperature. The ASDEX LH experiments 

/4/ show that local plasma heating suppresses the ponderoraotive 

effects at high LH power densities. The ponderomotive effect is 

also weakened with increasing, frequency and, therefore, the danger 

of overloading the launching structure is less in experiments 

using frequencies higher than 4.6GHz (e.g. the planned multi-

junction grill for FTU /12/). On the other hand, in experiments 

with the freguency 3.7GHz (e.g. in Tokamaks JET /13/ and TORE 

SUPRA /14/), the nonlinear effects can play an important role and 

should be taken into account carefully. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l Dependences of the total reflection coefficient on the 
plasma boundary density for the multifunction grills with 0n = O 
(solid line). 0n=O.55ii (dashed line) and the conventional grill 
(dotted line) calculated from the linear theory. 

Fig.2 Dependences of powers travelling to the mouth in subsidiary 
wavegudes normalized to the feeding power of the section on plasma 
boundary density for the multijunction grills with 0neO (solid 
lines) and 0osO.55i? (dashed lines) calculated from the linear 
theory. 

Fig.3 Dependences of the total reflection coefficient for both 
multijunction grills considered (a) and for the conventional grill 
(b) on RF power density for unperturbed dersities пь«2пс (solid 
lines) and пь*бпс (dashed lines). 

Fig.4 Dependences of powers travelling to the mouth in subsidiary 
waveguides normalized to the feeding power of the section with 
0Q«O (solid lines) and 0o»O.55u (dashed lines) on RF power density 
for unperturbed densities П)Э*2пс (a) and n^s6nc (b). 
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